Republic
of India
• India is located in Southern Asia between Burma and Pakistan. It is a
little more than one-third the size of the United States. That’s still the
seventh largest country in the world at 1,269,345 sq. mi.
• The capital of India is New Delhi. The largest city is Mumbai. Other
major cities include Kolkata, Chenni and Bangalore.
• The highest mountain in India is Kanchenjunga, standing at 28,209
feet, which it shares with Nepal. Kanchenjunga is the third highest
mountain in the world.
• The population of India is over 1.2 billion people! That’s also the second highest population in the world.
• The currency of India is the Rupee.
• The government of India is a Federal Republic. It is the largest
democracy in the world!
• India’s weather varies. Northern areas have winter snow, while elsewhere it is generally hot. The rainy season begins in June and lasts four
to seven months, depending on the location. Periods of heavy rain there
are called monsoon.
• India belongs to the continent of Asia. Neighboring countries are
Bangladesh, Bhutan, Burma, China, Nepal, and Pakistan.
• India was under British rule until 1947. Mahatma Gandhi is famous
for the important part he played in gaining India's independence.
• India was the home of an ancient civilization called the Indus Valley
Civilization. This civilization was the first urban civilization in southeast
Asia!
• The most popular sport in India is cricket, with the Indian team being
the first to win the Cricket World Cup on home soil when they won in
2011.
• India is famous for chutneys—fresh or cooked relishes—that are used
at almost every meal. Nuts, chilies, fruits, herbs and spices are common chutney ingredients.
• The national symbol of India is the endangered Bengal Tiger.
• India is well known for it’s dance and musical culture. Media is very
popular, including films and television.
• The most popular religion is Hinduism. India has the largest Hindu
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population in the world.
• The Taj Mahal (a famous
mausoleum and popular tourist
attraction) is located in the region of Agra. It took 22,000 workmen and 22 years to complete.
• The mainland comprises of four regions, namely the great mountain
zone, plains of the Ganga and the Indus, the desert region, and the southern peninsula.
• Cows can be found freely wandering the streets of India’s cities. They
are considered sacred and will often wear a tilak, a Hindu symbol of good
fortune. Cows are considered one of humankind’s seven mothers because they offer milk as does one’s natural mother.
• India is the world’s largest producer of dried beans, such as kidney
beans and chickpeas. It also
Taj Mahal
leads the world in banana exports
with Brazil as second.
• The lotus is sacred to both Hindus and Buddhists. The Bahá'í
house of worship in Delhi, known
as the “Lotus Temple,” is shaped
like a lotus flower with 27 gigantic
“petals” that are covered in marble.
• Indians made significant contributions to calculus, trigonometry,
and algebra. The decimal system
was invented in India in 100 B.C.
The concept of zero as a number
is also attributed to India.
• The national fruit of India is the mango. The national bird is the peacock,
which was initially bred for food.
• India is the world’s largest tea producer, and tea (chai) is its most popular beverage.
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